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ABSTRACT

Signals in the Black Stack
by
Jason Scaglione

Advisor: Christopher Schmidt

This document provides a critical accompaniment to my capstone project: the GEOMEtyr Design
Manual. GEOMEtyr is a virtual reality to be made accessible as a mobile and web platform for the
visualization of certain systemic elements of a utopic world that parallels our own planet’s
geographies, polities, and climates. As such, the GEOMEtyr virtualization is designed to derive
utopian space from the informational structures of our own world. The operations by which this
may be accomplished are broadly described within the accompanying GEOMEtyr manual. This
paper, Signals in the Black Stack, elaborates vital world-building characteristics of
informational systems while examining historical instances where the reconfiguration of human
informational relationships have signaled to participants a profound, vaguely utopic change to
their scope of possible actions as agents within a public sphere—before this sphere becomes
subsequently disempowered by selective integration with only those power structures admitted by
the private interests of a ruling class. The argument proceeds by scrutinizing each facet of this
story in turn: first, the concept of information as an entity with structure; next, the development
of the public sphere as a realm with distinguished character; then, the advent of our Internet as
an operation with globalizing consequence. Each of these are developed distinctly and in parts,
piece by piece, until their parallels are unified for final analysis.
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The transfiguration
“On the 28th of August, at the hour of midnight, and if the moon is shining—the moon must be
shining—a spirit that has haunted these shores for ages rises up from the Gulf. With its own
penetrating vision the spirit seeks some one mortal worthy to hold him company, worthy of
being exalted for a few hours into realms of the semi-celestials. His search has always hitherto
been fruitless, and he has sunk back, disheartened, into the sea. But to-night he found Mrs.
Pontellier. Perhaps he will never wholly release her from the spell. Perhaps she will never again
suffer a poor, unworthy earthling to walk in the shadow of her divine presence.”
—Kate Chopin, The Awakening1

1

1899:74-75.
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terms_conditions
This paper assumes a type of transcendental idealism as a mode for systems analysis.
Throughout, you will see, I attempt to allude to these transcendental aspects by styling my text
in multiple ways: emphases similar to how one might stress certain words or phrases in speech
are accentuated in italics, key concepts recur often in bold, totalizing informational Systems
are capitalized using italics, and Variables affecting systemic informational relationships are
capitalized in plain text. Capitalism, I can say for example, is a physical, virtual, and psychic
systematization of many variables like Money, Capital, and Labor. Variables like these are only

empowered as such by their circulation through a system. Human agency within a system,
therefore, is only empowered by whatever degrees these variables admit human interface. At
the system’s level, humans are only some among many powers churning a systemic logic of
exchange that processes the world into a cohesive whole for interaction. Such logic transcends

but conditions individual perceptions of agency by defining what is sensible and therefore
interactable in the world. Participation with this logic recursively coheres the system itself, and
its wholism is maintained through the mutual exclusion of other totalizing systems. The
exchange of Money for goods and services, for example, is a logic that coheres Capitalism as a
system by excluding non-monetized derivations of value from systemic operation. This principle
of exclusion belies the fact, however, that multiple totalizing systems may coexist and even
overlap each other. Indeed, the accompanying GEOMEtyr design is a totality for an alternative
circulation of non-monetary value in particular.
Sociologist and design theorist Benjamin Bratton considers that it is rather this mutual
exclusivity and its power for “closure between delimited sovereign spaces that allows multiple
universal claims to coexist in different dimensions, even as they claim the same person or site

2

as a subject.”2 Google, Apple, Amazon, and Microsoft each encapsulate their own
cloud-computing ecology as a total informational system, though a single person might access
multiple of these in the same day, or even at the same moment, without conflict. Each of these
companies’ apparatuses “brings forth subjects that think and do according to the range of
possible dispositions it arranges for them,” says Bratton.3 “It doesn't make them into
automatons; rather it establishes a certain field of enunciation, improvisation, innovation, which,
being similar for other Users of that apparatus, also provides terms for cumulative, collaborative
work and social systems.”4 This “bringing forth” of subjects as Users into a virtual system’s
realm of possible thoughts and actions is not coincidentally aligned with the way that humans
have long created themselves as subjects in the non-virtual world. Marxist structuralist Louis
Althusser names this creation of being-in-the-world interpellation, and asserts the primacy of
ideology as its essential systematization.5 This mode will be elaborated more below, but, for
now, it is important to establish that these systems are cohered not only subjectively within the
experience of individual Users, but objectively by ideology’s logic of exchange, now realized by a
planetary-scale megastructure that Bratton calls the Stack—a conceptual unity cohering six
dimensions, or layers: Earth, Cloud, City, Address, Interface, and User.

User is a design term that describes, in general, a position inside a system relating possible
engagements with that system. The concept of User first emerged from the virtualization of the
rational subject that was presupposed whole (and, specifically, human) by Enlightenment
thinkers. Bratton conveys the category’s formulation out of that sense of individualism that
characterized Enlightenment rationality:
Among the accomplishments of the Enlightenment, one amplified considerably by industrial
apparatuses, is the dubious fabrication of the atomized human individual, a magical figure
Bratton 2018. Cloud Layer. (Footnoting with chapter titles for electronic book without fixed pagination).
Bratton 2018. City Layer. Emphasis added.
4
Bratton 2018. City Layer.
5
Althusser, in Zizek, ed. 1994:132.
2
3

3

separated from the world by his mastery over it. This construct... continues to appreciate
not only humanity but individual humans at the radiant center of the action. As this figure
came to organize systems in its own image, its synthetic replication through microeconomics
and social psychology set the stage for its cohesion into what is called, by design, the User.6
The User is the subjective position within an objective framework provided by a system’s
logic of exchange—but unlike the rational human subject assumed within an ideology, it does
not matter whether a human or nonhuman takes up the User position (where indeed nonhuman
“bots” accounted for nearly 40% of Internet traffic in 2018).7 As Bratton puts it: “the User is not
a type of creature but a category of agents; it is a position within a system without which it has
no role or essential identity.”8 In this way, the User as a category for describing agency within a
system extends beyond the essentialized rational human subject from which it was initially
derived. The GEOMEtyr manual proposes a conscientious framework for further extension.
In what follows, I will continue to juxtapose these modes of subjective and objective
systematization with the historical appearance of Information as a conceptual unity across
specific times and places—from its incipient capitalization by enterprising merchants during the
Renaissance in Europe, to its scientific specification as an economic unit leading the
intercontinental Machine Age, to its globalistic perversion for consumerist modes that continues
to limit the planetary-scale computation of the Stack in our present Information Age. Before
cooptation at each of these times, I will show, a vaguely utopic self-consciousness begins to
congeal in the publics formulating themselves around these new modes for sharing information
about the world. Systematizing these modes for greater access is in fact what built the Stack
that is present for us now, by which terms we are conditioned with the world for a totalizing
procession as Information. Here, above the network of tubes enlivening the Stack-we-have,
again a self-consciousness begins to congeal—familiar like an echo, I strain to hear its history.

6
7
8

Bratton 2018. City Layer.
Hughes 2019. 40% actually represents a decrease from the previous year.
Bratton 2018. City Layer.
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Polyduction 1 — Sick with poltergeists and daemons
I begin with the excavation of a dinosaur's artifact: something the German sociologist and
philosopher Jürgen Habermas called the public sphere. In his seminal work, The Structural

Transformation of the Public Sphere, he interrogates the historical shift in self-consciousness
that formulated—and subsequently subordinated—the social function of that strange sphere. We
still can vaguely sense it from the way even despots obsess over their “public image,” but only
some hundreds of years ago, as Habermas explains, the concept of “a public” as an entity with
a distinguished character was non-existent; there were only private persons and public

activities. The Habermasian narrative begins early in sixteenth century Europe, with an
aristocracy primarily engaged in public activities in order to display noble rank and eminent
status. This sort of public spectacle was centered in the proto-public space of the monarch’s
courts, extending a kind of embodiment of grandeur representative of the monarch. Over time,
as a mercantile class took root, widely traveled traders began compiling useful information for
exchange in a sort of communications marketplace. Of immediate interest to administrators was
access to these private correspondences commercially organized by news dealers—literally, their
“news letters:”
To be sure, the merchants were satisfied with a system that limited information to insiders;
the urban and court chanceries preferred one that served only the needs of administration.
Neither had a stake in information that was public.9
Controlled trickles from these “news letters” would contribute to the first informational
journals put into circulation during the mid-seventeenth century.10 The Court, reorienting
administrative action toward capitalization as a new mode of production, very soon positioned
itself within this emerging communicative framework as an authority addressing promulgations

9

Habermas 1991:16.
Habermas 1991:20.

10
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to “the” public.11 Indeed, the availability of information to an interested public was of particular
interest to the Court, whose administration could benefit from regulating such public exposition.
The Prussian King himself called upon all chaired professors of law, medicine, and philosophy to
participate in the production of information for trade, commissioned to “inform the public of
useful truths.”12 But later in the seventeenth century “the public” was developing its own
features in relation to this vibrant cultural production. Private individuals began participating in
their own critical productions by making “public use of their reason (öffentliches

Räsonnement),”13 responding to an engrossing novel or an extraordinary painting. These
discussions found expression where people gathered—coffee houses (England), salons (France),

Tischgesellschaften (Germany).14 What participants may have themselves considered interesting
chatter about contemporary happenings was, to be sure, propelling a much grander
reorientation. As “common” people began having thoughtful conversations about cultural output
amongst themselves, cultural production receded from the exclusive purview of the churches
and courts of the day, and possible interpretations lost the rigidity of prescription overseen by
those institutions. The private people of the coffee houses and salons, absent a sanctioned
framework for understanding critically many new cultural products, were left to make
determinations for themselves about the meaning of this paragraph or that painting.15 Here a

Habermas 1991:19,22. That is, in principle, “to all subjects.”
Habermas 1991:21,25. “For the traffic in news developed not only in connection with the needs of
commerce; the news itself became a commodity.”
13
Habermas 1991:27. “In our [German] usage this term (i.e., Räsonnement) unmistakably preserves the
polemical nuances of both sides: simultaneously the invocation of reason and its disdainful disparagement
as merely malcontent griping.”
14
Habermas 1991:36. The German Tischgesellschaften translates to “table societies.” These locales
helped to preserve “a kind of [ongoing] social intercourse that, far from presupposing the equality of
status, disregarded status altogether. The tendency replaced the celebration of rank with a tact befitting
equals [i.e., critical discourse].”
15
Habermas 1991:36-37. Discussion within such a public “presupposed the problematization of areas that
until then had not been questioned... The private people for whom the cultural product became available
as a commodity profaned it inasmuch as they had to determine its meaning on their own (by way of
rational communication with one another), verbalize it, and thus state explicitly what precisely in its
implicitness for so long could assert its authority.”
11
12
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rational communication with each other helped lay bare implicit meanings, and a cooperative
critical examination of cultural products began to emerge as a communications system in its
own right. The right to interpretation was becoming disconnected from the once dominant
authorities of delimitation, the Court and the Church, while the private powers underpinning
those authorities were becoming secularized by the same procession of Information along a
different orientation—one that we know today as the Nation-State.16 This reformulation would
triumph in its suppression and ultimate subsumption of its subjects’ right to interpretation (see
Polyduction 2), but, centuries later, the same procession of secularized capitalization would
bring together briefly the material circumstance whereupon again that sanguine sense becomes
manifest—that ebullience of a public becoming conscious of itself, and of the profound scope of
its freedom in a world suddenly flooded with possibility.

Habermas 1991:37. Importantly, “the same process that converted culture into a commodity (and in
this fashion constituted it as a culture that could become an object of discussion to begin with)
established the public as in principle inclusive... as readers, listeners, and spectators [in principle all
private people] could avail themselves via the market of the objects that were subject to discussion.”
16

7

Transmission 1 — We are patterns in the breeze
The screen flickers. The cursor blinks in place. Charley Kline sits staring at it, an
undergraduate student working under the direction of Leonard Kleinrock at the University of
California, Los Angeles (UCLA) Network Measurement Center. He is surrounded by huge
machines performing the great din of archaic computing. He has to practically shout into the
telephone receiver: “I am going to type an L!”17
Near Labor Day, Summer, 1969; the team at UCLA has just received the first Interface
Message Processor (IMP), hooking it up by 50 kilobits per second (kbps) circuits to what would
become in a matter of months a 4-node computer network (Figure 1).18 But before that the
team needs to test the connection, rigging together the 2 earliest IMP units as access
nodes—the very first internetwork to come online as part of the Advanced Research Projects
Agency’s (ARPA) networking project, ARPANet.
“I got one-one-four,” a voice crackles back, another researcher in a whirring and clanking
computer room at the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) in Menlo Park, CA. The information is
encoded in octal, a numeral system widely used in computing. Kline does the conversion and
finds, yes: it was an L that had been transmitted.19 The quality of the connection is poor, and
the men on either side of it sit pressed against headsets tethered to the IMP hardware itself.
Kline types out another letter. “Did you get the O?” He asks excitedly.
“I got,” comes the response from SRI, “one-one-seven.”
A quick conversion confirms: it’s an O.20

17
18
19
20

Hafner 1996:98.
Cerf 1993.
Hafner 1996:98.
Hafner 1996:98.
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“Then we typed the G,” Leonard Kleinrock recalls years later in an interview. “And the
system crashed.”21
Leonard Kleinrock had come to UCLA from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT),
and was one of the earliest theorists to have imagined what packet-switch networking might
actually look like. When ARPA had put out their Request for Proposals (RFP), it was Kleinrock
who suggested the institution participate by helping implement the tools needed for observing
the behavior of the fledgling ARPANet.22 Among other computer networks reaching an
21
22

Interview quotation given in Avery 2003:143.
Cerf 1993. See Appendix T1.1 for more on the technical hurdles involved in coordinations at this time.

9

operational phase, none had involved the diversity of computers and operating systems found in
the ARPA network, which could vary widely. “The only commonality among the network
membership,” a pivotal report on the project from the time explains, “is the use of highly
interactive time-sharing systems.” This 1970 paper, co-authored by Vinton Cerf, one of the
graduate students working at UCLA’s Network Measurement Center, Stephen Crocker (UCLA),
and C. Stephen Carr (University of Utah) describes the ARPA network as “a set of data entry
and exit points into which individual computers insert messages destined for another (or the
same) computer, and from which such messages emerge.” But it was also immediately clear
that there was another important aspect emerging with this computer science work:
We have found that, in the process of connecting machines and operating systems
together, a great deal of rapport has been established between personnel at the various
network node sites. The resulting mixture of ideas, discussions, disagreements, and
resolutions has been highly refreshing and beneficial to all involved, and we regard the
human interaction as a valuable by-product of the main effort.23
In an American system that processes human Labor as material for capitalization, the value
of human interaction can indeed appear only at this periphery—a “by-product of the main
effort.” And yet, again some sense was becoming drawn into the motion of these bits, these
electrical signals, packaged and shuttled between nodes, finding some unification in the
operation of participant Users. Here again appears the undertow of that transcendent form: that
self-consciousness where a critical public comes to recognize its own profound existence as a
collection of real powers by critically reflecting upon the legitimacy of its own cultural output.

23

Carr 1970:589-590.
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The tumult of being
“...the beginning of things, of a world especially, is necessarily vague, tangled, chaotic, and
exceedingly disturbing. How few of us ever emerge from such beginning! How many souls
perish in its tumult!”
—Kate Chopin, The Awakening24

24

1899:34.
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in_duction
What Is for beings like us is this procession of temporal form—subjective and objective.
Our experience of embodiment is the experience of a profoundly scalable procession of
information as we become with it physicalized in the world. That is: we are conscious of
information about the world as a physicalization of the world’s informational structures. The
Stack is the present mega-structure of this procession of information on a planetary scale.
“Information is not a disembodied abstract entity,” physicist Rolf Landauer famously insisted.25
Information is physical. It is “always tied to a physical representation.”26 Information must be
inscribed according to some corporeality: engraved into stone, marked on paper, punched on a
card, oriented in nuclear spin, pulsed by a neuron, articulated into sound, ad absurdum. Human
bodies are expressive of those physical adaptations that nature has honed as relevant to certain
dimensions of the universal procession. As neuroscientist and psychiatrist Giulio Tonini explains,
the “informational relationships in the world mold informational relationships within the main
complex [of consciousness] that “resonate” best on a commensurate spatial and temporal scale.
Moreover, over time these relationships will be shaped by an organism’s values, to reflect
relevance for survival.”27 This process of becoming oriented by value along relevant perceptions
is like the experiential analog of that genetic-behavioral procession, natural selection: similar
selectivity adapts our minds by synaptic connections that literally modify our brain’s mechanics,
“which in turn modifies informational relationships inside the main complex... and thereby
consciousness itself.” In this way, every day, we participate with the honing of our own
consciousness by reinforcing our position relative to the world, wherein experience itself is
“molded, sculpted, and refined by the informational structure of events in the world.”28
25
26
27
28

Landauer 1999:64.
Landauer 1999:64.
Tononi 2008:240. Emphasis added.
Tononi 2008:240.
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So we see that like the User position within a system, human subjects become oriented in
the world’s objective informational structures by discriminating circumstantial dimensions of
value. To take any action, simply, we must recognize the relevance of that action to a situation.
Value guides this recognition, orienting experience by affirming certain of its dimensions as
meaningfully interconnected. But how are we accessing this information about ourselves and
about the world? And what, really, is being “accessed” when we do so? As humans, we “access”
the world—our environments, our internal states, our relationships with each other—only insofar
as we perceive elements as sensible within our subjective experience of that objective world.
Before humanity had arranged in near-Earth orbit a constellation of NAVSTAR Global Positioning
System (GPS) satellites, for example, our access to potential movements from even our own
physical location was only specifiable by approximation according to landmarks, static maps,
and mobile stars. Philosopher of mind and language John McDowell explains that the world is
accessible to us precisely because our experience of it is already conceptual in nature. “[R]eality
is not located outside a boundary that encloses the conceptual sphere,” he insists. “In
experience we take in, through impacts on the senses, elements in a reality that is precisely not
outside the sphere of thinkable content.”29 This is to say that even unconceived dimensions of
our experiences are in principle accessible between us “in the moment” as well as upon
reflection. “A judgement of experience does not introduce a new kind of content,” McDowell
says. “But simply endorses the conceptual content, or some of it, that is already possessed by
the experience on which it is grounded.”30 While we might indeed miss something, there is
nothing “missing” from our experience. “Experience enables the layout of reality itself to exert
rational influence on what a subject thinks,” whether apprehended as such in the moment or

29
30

McDowell 1994:41. Emphasis added.
McDowell 1994:48-49.
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not. By reflection we may further render those “impacts on the senses... thinkable...”31 This is
how we can accurately “replay” what someone said to us while our attention was elsewhere, or
how certain words and images can re-enter consciousness with different or expanded meaning
long after their initial sensation.
In other terms, not unlike the User category, our own sensible self is rendered not as a type
of creature but as the sensation of our human position within a universal procession of
information—a procession that rationally conditions and ultimately transcends any human’s
experience. This is where we must admit that human agency itself is only therefore part-human
in effect: whatever we know (or don’t know) of ourselves as agents active in a world, all of our
activity “in the world” is participant with a confluence of preconditioned vitalities that are
oriented with us toward future potentials. We are part of this, but only a part: like when we
abide a speed limit read through corrective lenses while navigating to an unfamiliar location via
satellite-beamed directions dictated in electronic voice. Philosopher and political theorist Jane
Bennett makes this clear: that our human bodies always “enhance their power in or as a
heterogeneous assemblage.”32 In her book Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things, Bennett
scrutinizes our inherited assumptions about human agency as being the singular and prioritized
“actant” in a system by calling attention to the vitality of other rightful “actants” working in
concert with human agency, enabling us to do in the first place whatever it is we are wanting to
do. She calls this positional awareness “vital materialism,” and explains that the “political goal of
a vital materialism is not the perfect equality of actants, but a polity with more channels of
communication between members.”33 But the channels we have, carved long ago, run deep.

McDowell 1994:26,41.
Bennett 2010:23. “What this suggests for the concept of agency is that the efficacy or effectivity to
which that term has traditionally referred becomes distributed across an ontologically heterogeneous
field, rather than being a capacity localized in a human body or in a collective produced (only) by human
efforts.”
33
Bennett 2010:104.
31
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Polyduction 2 — Watching the egowɘrk
Until the end of the 1700s, like so much other public spectacle, music was largely a
performance of authority—bound to the kind of traditional publicity exercised by the Court and
the Church—adding to the pageantry of festival or to the dignity of worship. But like the reading
publics following incipient journals or theater-going publics attending staged productions, as
admission for payment reformed music into a commodity, public concert societies began
forming—and music itself was finally placed into circulation with those many other cultural
objects that were crystallizing for public appropriation.34 With the closing of the eighteenth
century and the expansion of interested publics beyond those frequenters of salons, coffee
houses, and table societies, critical reception of artworks were accorded weekly or monthly
periodicals, coming into their own as “the publicist instrument of this criticism,” finally reifying
critical discourse itself as among those cultural objects with exchange value.35
Necessarily, all such cultural productions are formulated within the material conditions
obtained by people of the day, and in their objects are reflected those critical publics. At the
close of the eighteenth century, the critical examination of these cultural objects was
strengthening the public’s awareness of itself into a dynamic force. There was becoming a
pointed self-consciousness in participation, a shaping of discourse, a public examining in these
objects the shape of itself. Society was coming to its own terms as a cooperative collective—in
one sense as private people cooperating with each other to better understand themselves in
society, and also in the sense of social existence coming to be known as a collective activity.36

Habermas 1991:39. “[S]imultaneously... there arose something like music not tied to a purpose. For the
first time an audience gathered to listen to music as such—a public of music lovers to which anyone who
was propertied and educated was admitted.”
35
Habermas 1991:41.
36
Habermas 1991:42-43. “On the one hand, philosophy was no longer possible except as critical
philosophy, literature and art no longer except in connection with literary and art criticism. What the work
of art themselves criticized simply reached its proper end in the “critical journals.” On the other hand, it
was only through the critical absorption of philosophy, literature, and art that the public attained
34
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With literacy rates rising and the printing press institutionalized as a technology for
exchange, the State-facing public sphere was appropriating a discursive infrastructure as its
own domain for the criticism of public authority. The values that had once been implicit within
the activity of cultural critique—autonomous thought, rational discourse—were now established
with explicit priority among the material nodes of a network for cultural production. These
objects produced by a critically reflective public were, in other words, being created equal to the
objects produced by previously totalizing authorities like the Church or State. The Public of civil
society was awakening to itself as it examined the foundations of State power, a public domain
“now held together through the medium of the press and its professional criticism.”37 Such a
public, “by communicating with itself, attained clarity about itself.”38 And so this process of
critical public debate had brought itself to bear on absolutist rule in the American and French
revolutions not for political reasons but for moral ones: as publics coming to terms with politics
in the name of moral self-understanding.39
Here is the site of authoritative interdiction, whereby this moral enterprise is sacrificed in
exchange for the elevation of a bourgeois public into the political realm. Soon into the breach of
the nineteenth century, the dawning “public” became subjugated to the private needs of
capitalized rulership—betraying its character to the classical “order of domination” now in the
form of the constitutional State. This State formulation asserted at once “that all power... came
from the people” as its central article, while at the same time coopting that power by identifying
itself as an organization of just public will.40 The historical character of the in-principle-inclusive

enlightenment and realized itself as the latter’s living process.” That is: “The public that read and debated
this sort of thing read and debated about itself.”
37
Habermas 1991:51.
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Habermas 1991:102.
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Habermas 1991:84. “Thus the constitutional norms implied a model of civil society that by no means
corresponded to its reality. The categories drawn from the historical process of capitalism, including its
liberal phase, were themselves historical in character. They denoted social tendencies, but tendencies
only. Thus, the “private people” on whose autonomy, socially guaranteed by property, the constitutional
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public sphere, where any private persons may “avail themselves via the market of... objects...
subject to discussion,” was betrayed. A specific public was assumed as contained by the State: a
landed and educated bourgeois reading Public. But the presuppositions upon which this public
was founded—principally that each private person had equal chance to attain the qualifications
for admittance—never obtained. Not incidentally but by design: this is where the utopian ideals
of capitalism are intercepted and made into only their ghostly image, specifically prevented from
materialization by a rulership terrified of its egalitarian presuppositions.41 The capitalizing logic
of a totalizing system designed to process all value into Money was achieved—and remains.

state counted just as much as on the educational qualification of the public formed by these people, were
in truth a small minority, even if one added the petty to the high bourgeoisie. Incomparably more
numerous were the “common people,” especially the rural population. And both the princes, supported by
army and bureaucracy, and the great landowners, the landed nobility, continued to exercise power in
accord with the political laws of precapitalist society.” Emphasis added.
41
Habermas 1991:86-87.
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Transmission 2 — A world caught between
Very slowly, node by node, the ARPANet project was expanded into a national network for
computer scientists experimenting with and sharing about information technologies, including
by 1971 something like 19 nodes in the network, with 30 different university sites receiving
federal funding for network research.42 In order to galvanize progress in the field, a deadline
was set: October 24, 1972. This would be the first International Conference on Computer
Communications—and the first public demonstration of the ARPANet. Robert Kahn, who was
responsible for a great deal of the project’s architecture, led the effort. Kahn worked at the time
with the high-technology company BBN. “The idea was,” Vinton Cerf recalls, “that we would
install a packet switch and a Terminal Interface Processor or TIP in the basement of the
Washington Hilton Hotel, and actually let the public come in and use the ARPANET, running
applications all over the U.S.”43
By the time the public test environment came online, the ARPANet included 40 connection
nodes at research sites across the country.44 With only one technical hiccup that knocked the
network momentarily offline, the public in attendance could see plainly their packet-switched
future. “The demo was a roaring success,” Cerf reports on the reception. “Much to the surprise
of the people at AT&T who were skeptical about whether it would work.”45 Kahn remembers the
conference as a turning point: “It was almost like the rail industry disbelieving that airplanes
could really fly until they actually saw one in flight.”46 He had devoted a full year of his life
toward proving out the viability of this network design, and it had all finally come together. “You

Vinton Cerf, who would soon go on to help unify the disjointed communications landscape, describes
some of the challenges at the time in Appendix T2.1.
43
Cerf 1993. To read Kahns “Request For Comment” kicking off the scramble toward conference, and for
more about the shift from “circuit-switched” to “packet-switched” networks, see Appendix T2.2
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Avery 2003:143.
45
Cerf 1993. See Appendix T2.3 for the network failure that initially pleased AT&T’s gloating executives.
46
Hafner 1996:120.
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know,” Kahn smiles at one colleague, watching the proceedings together at the time, “everyone
really uses this thing for electronic mail.”47 However successful, though, the demonstration of
one packet-switched network was only a modest proof of something those in the field already
knew could work. The real challenge was going to be making it all work together. “It seemed
likely that at least three or four distinct computer networks would exist by the mid-1970s,” Kahn
recalls about these early days, “and that the ability to communicate among these networks
would be highly desirable if not essential.”48
Kahn brought this problem up to Cerf in 1972, having left BBN that year to work directly
with the newly, awkwardly renamed Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) on
mobile networking environments using packet-switched radio technologies. In addition to this,
Kahn explained, the agency was also funding various research programs on a packet satellite
system—a consequence of some earlier experimentation at the University of Hawaii. The issue
was: how to get the different host computers in all these environments to communicate
between each other, across multiple packet-switched networks, without each of them having to
know the networked specifics of all the others.49 Kahn and Cerf’s collaboration on this problem
would prove legendary.
Cerf set to work on the initial designs for protocol standardization from his lab at Stanford,
having taken up an assistant professorship post there in computer science and electrical
engineering following completion of a PhD at UCLA. The first draft of the Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) came out in the Fall of 1973 for review at a meeting taking place in September
at the University of Sussex, England. A paper followed it in May of 1974, where Cerf and Kahn
declare the key issues facing the computer science community.50 In December of the same year,
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the two published the first specification of the TCP, and by 1975 were working with graduate
student Yogan Dalal (Stanford) toward concurrent implementations of the TCP at Stanford, BBN,
and University College in London.51 “So effort at developing the Internet protocols was
international from the beginning,” Cerf points out in the telling.52 He soon leaves Stanford to
take up a managerial position with DARPA in 1976, ramping up for protocol standardization. He
is to oversee the internetworking of the agency’s 3 most significant communications systems:
the ARPANet, the Packet Radio Net (PRNet), and the Packet Satellite Net (SATNet).53
The integrated network didn’t lose a single packet of data, travelling a whopping 94,000
miles round trip, compared to the 800-mile round trip investigators could test if they were using
just the ARPANet. The simulation was impressive—the first instance of an internetworked
collective rightfully considered the ARPA Internet (Figure 2).54 “We focused on end-to-end
reliability,” Cerf explains. ”Don’t rely on anything inside those nets [networks]. The only thing
that we ask the net to do is to take this chunk of bits and get it across the network. That’s all
we ask. Just take this datagram and do your best to deliver it.”55 But the protocol was still being
considered all-at-once, singularly responsible for breaking up messages into datagrams,
reassembling them at the other end, detecting errors, re-sending anything that got lost, putting
packets back in the right order, and routing individual datagrams. After a whirlwind discussion at
the Information Sciences Institute (ISI) in Marina del Rey, CA, it became clear that the TCP
needed to separate its specifications for routing datagrams from its other parts in order to affect
the broadest variety of internetworking technologies. “The rule was ‘Do the gateways need this
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information in order to move the packet?’ If not, then that information does not go in IP.”56 And
so the Internet Protocol (IP) that would build our Internet was generalized from the TCP.

56

Cerf 1993; Hafner 1996:154. See Appendix T2.7 for more of this story.
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The procession of self
“An indescribable oppression, which seemed to generate in some unfamiliar part of her
consciousness, filled her whole being with a vague anguish. It was like a shadow, like a mist
passing across her soul’s summer day. It was strange and unfamiliar; it was a mood. She did
not sit there inwardly upbraiding her husband, lamenting at Fate, which had directed her
footsteps to the path which they had taken. She was just having a good cry.”
—Kate Chopin, The Awakening57
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in_vocation
Laniakea, the Milky Way, stars, planets, Capitalism, Patriarchy, mountains, forests, fish, cells,
DNA, proteins, atoms—the universal procession of organic and inorganic is dissolved by our
perception into conceivable quanta: into “bits” realized by us in their physical representation.
This is the realization of vibrancy in all matter, organic and inorganic, where, with Bennett, we
must begin to understand the motion of our own agencies not individually but as always within
a “swarm of vitalities at play.”58 Our task becomes, therefore, “to identify the contours of the
swarm and the kind of relations that obtain between its bits.”59 Bennett goes on:
To figure the generative source of effects as a swarm is to see human intentions as always
in competition and confederation with many other strivings, for an intention is like a pebble
thrown into a pond, or an electrical current sent through a wire or neural network: it
vibrates and merges with other currents, to affect and be affected.60
We add our intentions to the procession of vitalities swarming around us, all but invisible.
We can feel them, like a mood: the contours of a living system pushing in on us as we seek our
own subjecthood within its sensible elements. We may represent those elements to ourselves
and each other for critical reflection through ideology—but, as Althusser roughly puts it, “[w]hat
is represented in ideology is... not the system of the real relations which govern the existence of
individuals, but the imaginary relation of those individuals to the real relations in which they
live.”61 Every human is born into the world under conventional expectations that she will speak
her family’s language, that she will adhere to cultural precedent, that she will be designated by
sex, etc., and all of these will condition the informational structure of her experience in the

Bennett 2010:32.
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world.62 Ideology is our inherited interface for these informational structures, prioritizing certain
bits of information as relevant, and discarding others. What has been wrought is our lumbering
Stack, that material operation of increasingly capitalized logics, transcendent to the individual
wills of we humans bound up with it. We are accustomed to thinking of our political and social
institutions according to human formations that take place among ideologically overlapping

Capitalist, Patriarchal, and Racist systems. Less so do we regularly recognize in this procession
of material and biological entities the nonhuman physical and chemical mechanics that are also
creating and reinforcing our political and social arrangements. “For The Stack, worldly
interfaciality includes any operation by which the world is sensed and made sense of,” Bratton
says.63 We find our ideologies arrayed here, apparatuses by which we see and are seen by The
Stack, “and so as the same User hops from one apparatus to another, he moves between
variations of subject, geography, and polis, a process that in turn cycles back through the
system reforming both the calibration of the apparatus and the User-subject over again.”64
Video game artists, designers, coders, and engineers envision world-interfaces all the time,
where Users learn how to interact with the world according to its systems. Depending on the
game, many different systems might overlap to create variably complex and unpredictable
frameworks for User agency. Users can climb a mountain until they run out of stamina (a finite
resource tracked by the system), for example, but an upgrade system has also been defined so
that any User might have more or less total stamina available for that same climb, or a User
might have deployed the game’s crafting system to prepare stamina-replenishing items that
supplement their climb. In some cases, hundreds of hours may be spent playing a game before

Ideology operates according to those rules for meaning inherent to language, and language may be
itself the master framework of any ideology. This linguistic component however demands analysis
unfortunately beyond the scope of this paper.
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some combination of systems is discovered that changes the perceived boundaries of personal
agency in a way that transforms the sense of agency itself. Suddenly we don’t have to climb
anymore—we can fly or leap up to the top of any mountain. Previously understood limits to our
own natures are dissolved at the same time that we perceive new possibilities for expansion as
actors in the world. We expand our self as an enmeshed vitality within a differently-perceived
world that suddenly supports new modes for interaction. “The more salient design problem,”
then, as Bratton indicates, “seems less to design for Users, as if they were stable forms to be
known and served, than to design and redesign the User itself in the image of whatever
program might enroll it.”65
So it is this experience of realizing a suddenly and radically changed nature that I want to
design into the GEOMEtyr interface, parallel to our physical world. “We are vital materiality and
we are surrounded by it, though we do not always see it that way,” Bennett says.66 “The ethical
task at hand here is to cultivate the ability to discern nonhuman vitality, to become
perceptually open to it.”67 We must augment our selves to create, as we always have done,
the technologies for perception beyond current sensibilities—as we have found new galaxies by
envisioning them in infrared, or have confirmed gravitational radiation by rendering visible a
wavelength and audible a displacement of spacetime from the merging of two black holes over
a billion years in the past. This is the design task for GEOMEtyr: to make visible and audible a
virtual reality that coheres both human and nonhuman vitalities within an interface suitable for
their enlargement as a holistic self-consciousness—to acknowledge that our perceptions of our
selves, our bodies, and our agencies are all mutually constitutive with other actants, part of a
uniformly informational universe. What public might become apparent here if we could see it?
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Polyduction 3 — Imposed beliefs then pride
“Public opinion” in the interceding generations from the nineteenth century to present
becomes one power among other powers, no longer standing for the idea of dissolution of
power; instead it is “to serve its division... a mere limit on power.”68 From this midst, state and
societal institutions become re-politicized in a single functional complex: a media complex.69
What began probably in earnest—as an effort to give more people more access to an evolving
public sphere—became oriented toward “mass consumption” according to the entrenched
capitalizing logic of exchange. Cultural production requiring attentive debate was marginalized
as more readily consumable cultural objects were brought into circulation. Participation in the
public sphere was itself commercialized according to the needs for “psychological facilitation” of
cultural production. Stories were manufactured for distribution and their facilitation became a
monetized end in itself according to commercially fostered consumer attitudes.70
A sort of industrial storytelling in the news therefore comes about—one that, “instead of
doing justice to reality, has a tendency to present a substitute more palatable for consumption
and more likely to give rise to an impersonal indulgence in stimulating relaxation than to a
public use of reason."71 Television and radio programming (“new media” to Habermas) obscure

Habermas 1991:135-136. “[John Stuart] Mill demanded not criticism but tolerance, because the
dogmatic residues could indeed be suppressed but not reduced to the common denominator of reason.
The unity of reason and of public opinion lacked the objective guarantee of a concordance of interests
existing in society, the rational demonstrability of a universal interest as such.”
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the distance between their production of cultural objects (as stories) and the consumers of
those objects, assuming a form akin to “tutelage” where the consumer has no space for critical
input. This programming is “public” in the sense that many people may listen to or watch the
same program, but its consumption does not admit public comment beyond opinions about the
story itself. Absent material infrastructure for productive circulation at the level of this new
politico-media complex, the pre-Internet public was left alienated from the modes of production
that now legitimized cultural output as stories for mass circulation.72
As the public sphere assumed this narrow consumerist function in society, the public itself
was “split apart into minorities of specialists who put their reason to use non publicly and the
great mass of consumers whose receptiveness is public but uncritical.”73 With the consumer
base of social activity partitioned from the specialized critical legitimation of social output,
sufficiently organized private interests usurped public social functioning disguised as “public
opinion.” By manipulating the media as a vehicle for consumption, vested private interests are
presented to the public as narratives that legitimate particular beliefs about public welfare
(oriented toward private profit): poverty is the fault of the poor (so don’t examine its causes),
climate change is a hoax (so don’t research clean energy), national security requires violence
(so don’t wonder about peaceful worlds). Where successful, these narratives create the illusion
that they are public interests, freely reached by critically reflecting private persons—when they
are in fact given, already processed for uncritical consumption.74 The consumerist public is left
isolated to its sphere of variously weighted, always-already processed cultural objects, strung
into stories without adequate discrimination and disempowered by implicit beliefs threaded into

Habermas 1991:171. “The world fashioned by the mass media is a public sphere in appearance only. By
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delivered narratives. Accepted belief cannot be reformed by the world, and a belief digested in
narrative cannot be straightforwardly discerned from a belief digested in private reflection.75
This cleft has been decisive, and there remains an enforced differentiation between the
private activity of specialists and the public receptivity of consumers, easily overlapping in the
same individual. This is the design of our capitalizing logic, alive like as an algorithm that
structures but transcends the experience of individual humans. It operates not for its
participants, but for its own totalization as the absolute capitalization of its habitat: our planet
Earth. The advent of the global Internet has brought this operation almost to zenith within the
present Stack—but there did appear again, to the humans coming online with the network, that
sanguine sense of cooperation toward some profound possibility.

Belief is itself a psychological facilitation that is not in contact with anything like truth. Humans must
make assumptions within a body of possible knowledge to operate in the world. This body of knowledge
is taken as belief. A belief cannot be taken alone for falsification because it has no truth status beyond its
appearance within its subject. It is not itself an object in relation to others.It is not a possession of the
subject’s with a truth value. Belief is an adaptation of the psychological subject. It is a psychology for
understanding the world. Belief facilitates behavior. Behavior expresses value. Value is the
transcendent unity of both: implying behavior and encoding belief.
75
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Transmission 3 — Machine in the ghost
Self-awareness accompanied the growth of the ARPANet, with Users of the network’s
Message Services Group, or MsgGroup, engaging in debates about some fundamental aspects
of their own participation in the system.76 Hafner considers these exchanges in reflection of the
community of founders:
What emerged from the debate was strong evidence that the networking community felt
a deep stake in the creation of the Net, ARPA funding or no ARPA funding, and was
trying jealously to guard its right to determine its future. In a realm where, in a sense,
personal identity is defined entirely by the words people choose, free speech seemed
second only to concern for the survival of the realm itself.77
The 1980s would roar through as a decade of simultaneous complexification and
consolidation.78 “The exponential growth of the Internet began in 1986 with the NSFNet,” Vinton
Cerf explains, referring to the National Science Foundation’s (NSF) ambitious internetworking
design.79 By 1990, what was becoming known simply as the Internet was expanding with
unprecedented rapidity, its usage growing by over 10% per month, completely outstripping its
infrastructure and requiring overhaul for increased speed and connectivity. Kahn remembers:
This expansion was fueled significantly by the enormous growth on the NSFNet and
included a major commercial and international component. NSF helped to stimulate this
growth by funding both incremental and fundamental improvements in Internet routing
technology as well as by encouraging the widespread distribution of network software
from its supercomputer centers.80
Soon enough, with its higher speed and connectivity, the NSFNet became the backbone of
choice for network Users—effectively replacing the ARPANet in a few short years. “In 1990,”
Robert Kahn distantly observes, “ARPA decommissioned the last node of the ARPANet.”81
Whatever sites were still desirable for operation were absorbed into the NSFNet backbone, and
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the ARPANet as it had been—the foundation of so many extraordinary personal and
technological achievements—was gone.
“Concurrent with the exponential explosion in Internet use has come the recognition that
there is a real community out there,” Vinton Cerf looks back on his years leading up to the
explosion of the international operational Internet during 90s globalization. “The community
now needs to recognize that it exists, that it has a diversity of interests, and that it has
responsibilities to those who are dependent on the continued health of the network.”82
“However, the vitality of the current process derives from the broad involvement of the
many communities that have a stake in the Internet,” Robert Kahn observes in the mid-90s,
looking ahead to the future of decision-making in an increasingly interconnected world. “Unlike
typical top-down standards-setting operations that implement decisions formed by consensus,
the Internet process works essentially in reverse through a kind of grass-roots mechanism.”83
This awakened vitality was palpable among many professionals observing the breach of
these technologies into the mainstream. “Hypermedia is in many ways an ideal text held
together in a larger framework or network that allows the user a (theoretically) unlimited access
to information within that text and with other texts,” gushes one author imagining the
possibilities of hypermedia-enabled devices for education.84 In an article titled “Looking for
Community on the Internet,” a different author wonders about what this new forum is making
possible for a critically reflecting public: “Others attribute the breakdown of intelligent public
discourse to the fact that ”the public sphere,” particularly the airwaves, has been commoditized
and sold off to media moguls and advertisers,” he begins. “The Internet, by contrast, still has a
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chance to be run by and for the grass roots,” pointing out that “cyberspace community is by no
means irrelevant to democracy and citizenship.”85
Still another author, with utopia in view, draws a pure picture of how the Internet will be a
vehicle for world peace, explaining that her Figure 1 (my Figure 3) “summarizes the three
primary functions of the Internet (center of star), as well as the means by which this technology
can be utilized to promote the cause of world peace (spokes of star). The star shape was
chosen for its association with enlightenment and hope.”86

The dawning of the operational Internet released this torrent of vibrant, optimistic cultural
production where it touched, and a new critical public was unleashed upon itself—participant in
its own legitimation as a discrete power. But even as this constructive spirit yawned into public
consciousness, capitalizing logics moved faster through the tubes.
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The fury of awakening
“Edna bit her handkerchief convulsively, striving to hold back and to hide, even from herself as
she would have hidden from another, the emotion which was troubling—tearing—her. Her eyes
were brimming with tears... The past was nothing to her... The future was a mystery... The
present alone was significant; was hers, to torture her as it was doing then with the biting
conviction that she had lost that which she had held, that she had been denied that which her
impassioned, newly awakened being demanded.”
—Kate Chopin, The Awakening87
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dis_integration
The hopeful presuppositions of openness and participation undergirding a newly
internetworked public sphere were perverted by the rush to economic globalization. While
traditional telecommunications companies and media conglomerates vied to “stay competitive”
in an internetworked world emergent with new forms of media, and international service
industries sought new veins from which to extract labor and capital, “openness and
participation” were crystallized for the Public as relative only to their consumerist role.88
Broadcast, radio, and print have all followed this same capitalizing logic, participating in the
production of cultural objects sanctioned for wide and uncritical consumption, and now so has
much of our Internet. Again the sense of a public sphere was transformed away from its
potentially profound self-awareness by a rulership’s abuse of cultural logic for the prioritization
of a public consumerist function—what has become in actuality now for us a geodesign
problem, “because after all, humans have already redesigned the Earth (The Stack is itself a
reflection of that dubious accomplishment), and it took all our capital since the beginning of the
Industrial Revolution to do it.”89 Moreover, the scope of our entanglement with this algorithmic
procession of capital means that most of our available apparatuses for worldly interfaciality are
“dominated by the artificially narrowed interest of capital transactions (and transactors) to
protect themselves from direct contact with their own externalities, not by the general interest
to seek out viable access to that capital.”90
The GEOMEtyr design is an attempt to address this directly by reframing the sensation of
value for Users participant with its cloud polis. It must diffuse the apparent centrality of
individual humans as singular points from which actions emanate by clarifying that the Users’
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powers do not derive only from human operation. It must make sensible the ecology of vibrant
matters from which its logic of exchange does derive—from the phases of the moon, the
motion of the clouds, the churning of the seas: GEOMEtyr is a basis for praxes that create and
circulate cultural objects with more-than-monetized exchange value. After all, a cultural
object can categorize any production that has currency within a cultural system. We are
certainly well-accustomed to quantizing these currencies monetarily, into dollars ($), euros (€),
or yuan (¥), but people value any number and any sort of cultural object: a practical tool with
important function, an artifact with ceremonial meaning, an image of poignant affect. Any locus
achieving significant relevance and meaning is adapted into a culture’s logic of exchange as a
cultural object, and we might ask at this point: what does the swarm of objects with value for a
utopian polity look like? How do they interface with other actants in that polity? What do those
channels of communication between them feel like?
As modes of exchange materialize around public cultural productions, we have seen that a
powerful self-consciousness emerges among participating individuals. The Habermasian public
sphere that I have been excavating is like a vehicle for this self-consciousness-making, where
individuals become empowered by the creation and circulation of cultural objects within a
material network. Now we see, with Bennett’s vibrant materiality in view, that also these
objects—the things that we make and exchange—are themselves participants with their own
power, “actants” with us, swarming together as part of a universal procession. “We have no
point of vantage on the question what can be the case, that is, what can be a fact, external to
the modes of thought and speech we know our way around in,” McDowell says, “with whatever
understanding of what counts as better and worse execution of them our mastery of them can
give us.”91 The constitution of our world is always-already relative to our position within those
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networks of meaning that we internalize and deploy in participation with others. We find
ourselves always-already interpellated as subjects within the totalizing procession of an
objective world being structured by the Stack—itself the transcendental teliology of a
long-operable algorithmic capitalization of the world that has been abetted by an oppressive
ruling class for centuries just to maintain its own private powers. We are oriented within these
ideological frameworks according to perceptions of value, but are narrowly steered by the
enforcement of monetization as the only sanctioned universal. To be fair, the capitalist
abstraction of value into universal symbols ($,€,¥) for agreeable circulation and exchange is a
brilliant accomplishment—and it may be exactly upon this basis that we become able to extend
the abstraction for circulation of grander, more vital universals. “The Stack may represent an
epochal enclosure of the planet under an absolutist regime of algorithmic capital,” Bratton
admits, “or the fragility of its totality may force new breaks as its infrastructural universality
spawns new, even emancipatory programs of disenchantment, discovery, and design.”92
The purpose of this paper has been to align the historical inception of the public sphere with
the advent of our global operational Internet in order to illuminate the insidious capitalizing logic
that has repeatedly disrupted humanity’s utopian sense of itself as part of a profound, universal
procession of information. The intention for the accompanying GEOMEtyr design is to
exemplify a platform for interface with this utopian sense, where we feel connected with those
swarms of vital materialities that transcend and shape our worldly experience. The noisome
pattern stretched from past to present does not prevent humanity from realizing utopia—but “it
may suggest that we are not willing.”93 A hopeful signal oscillates along just the razor’s edge of
our potential, beyond the visible boundaries of the Stack-we-have, can you hear it? It is the
Stack-to-come, the Black Stack, empty, but for our own receptivity to its alien resonances.
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Appendix
T1.1
Since the technologies for access at this
time were so patch-work and proprietary,
Kleinrock’s Network Measurement Center
ran into some frustrations over exactly what
they were and weren’t allowed to measure
when attempting to observe the behavior of
the system. “Whenever we found a software
bug or inefficiency, we’d alert [Frank Heart,
principal investigator and group manager at
BBN] specifically, and the response we got
was typically almost a stiff arm,” Kleinrock
recalls. “He’d say, ‘Look, the network is
working, I’ve got a network to keep up and
running and we’ll put your comment in the
queue.’ We couldn’t fix it ourselves because
we didn’t have the source code.” BBN—a
high-technology company involved in some
major contracts with the U.S.
government—had plans of its own, and the
company wanted to maintain exclusive
control of the IMP’s operating code.94
T2.1
“Things went slowly because there was
an incredible array of machines that needed
interface hardware and network software.
We had Tenex systems at BBN running on
DEC-10s, but there were also PDP-8s,
PDP-11s, IBM 360s, Multics, Honeywell...
you name it. So you had to implement the
protocols on each of these different
architectures.”95
T2.2
Kahn used the by-then well-established
“Request For Comment” (RFC) bulletin
format to get the message out, and the
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community was thrown into a frantic
scramble to get everything together in time:
I am organizing a computer
communication network demonstration
to run in parallel with the sessions. This
demonstration will provide attendees
with the opportunity to gain first hand
experience in the use of a computer
network. The theme of the
demonstration will be on the value of
computer communication networks,
emphasizing topics such as data base
retrieval, combined use of several
machines, real-time data access,
interactive cooperation, simulation
systems, simplified hard copy
techniques, and so forth. I am hoping
to present a broad sampling of
computer based resources that will
provide attendees with some
perspective on the utility of computer
communication networks.96
Several days before the meeting,
equipment and professionals were on site at
the Washington Hilton trying to move
everything into place, get it all connected,
powered up, ready for testing. The room
was a madhouse, “a teeming tangle of wire”
and people shouting technical language. It
was the first time the whole community was
really all together in one place at one time.
“If somebody had dropped a bomb on the
Washington Hilton,” Kahn morbidly
observes, “it would have destroyed almost
all of the networking community in the U.S.
at that point.”97
This first large-scale demonstration of
the still-experimental “packet-switched”
network design was shaping up, and it was
being watched with great interest by some
96
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segments of private industry. Manufacturers
and suppliers contributed terminals, cables,
and other equipment in preparation for the
meeting, hoping to find cause for eventually
bringing commercial packet-switched
network services to the wider public.98 It
took Kahn about a year to whip everybody’s
systems and applications into shape, but
they made the date and by October 1972
the network was ready for its public debut.
Until this point, the primary commercial
mode for communications transfer was
based on “circuit-switched” networks—a
network design dating back to 1878.99
Circuit-switched networks are based on a
one-to-one connection: an electronic signal
is passed through multiple switches in order
to establish a singular path for transferring
data between one and another node in the
network. On this model, the path a signal
establishes from one device to another is
called a circuit. Circuits reserve every switch
along their path for as long as the
connection is maintained, meaning that
other network traffic cannot access the
devices or any switches occupied between
them until the circuit is terminated. The
legacy example of this kind of architecture
is the telephone network, in which a circuit
connection is established to pass
information between two telephone
receivers.100
A “packet-switched” network, on the
other hand, is rather more analogous to a
postal network, where several packages
might be sent with just address information
without need to reserve a singular circuit for
the sake of transmission. In this type of
model, data is quantized at the source into
units called packets, which take on both the
sender’s and receiver’s “address” and are
distributed across the network according to
whatever combination of channels are
available at the time data are requested. On
Kahn 1995:14.
Copeland 2000.
100
Kozierok 2005.

the receiving end, the packets are decoded
as they arrive, and ultimately re-assembled
into the form of the source data. No circuit
is set up a priori for this transfer, as it is in a
circuit-switched network, and different
packets of data from the same file or
communication may take any number of
paths as they are routed from one device to
another.101
T2.3
A young, red-bearded Robert
Metcalfe—on track toward his rightful place
in the computer networking pantheon—was
chosen to take a group of ten AT&T
executives on a virtual tour of the
packet-switched ARPANet. It was during his
demonstration, for the first and only time at
the conference, that the computers crashed.
The network went down. The executives
laughed:
“I looked up in pain,” said Metcalfe, “and
I caught them smiling, delighted that
packet-switching was flaky. This I will
never forget. It confirmed for them that
circuit-switching technology was here to
stay, and this packet-switching stuff was
an unreliable toy that would never have
much impact in the commercial world,
and now they could go home to New
Jersey. It was clear to me they were
tangled up in the past.”102
T2.4
“A packet communication network
includes a transportation mechanism for
delivering data between computers or
between computers and terminals,” Cerf
and Kahn put simply in their paper. “To
make the data meaningful, computers and
terminals share a common protocol (i.e., a
set of agreed upon conventions).” The
protocols in practice, however, did not go
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far enough, only addressing the problems of
communication on the same network. If, as
the authors asserted, a “principle reason”
for the existence of computer networks was
to share computer resources, then “a
protocol design and philosophy that
supports the sharing of resources that exist
in different packet switching networks” had
become an imperative.103
T2.5
The protocol clarified which conventions,
specifically, computers and terminals should
share in order to communicate with each
other across different networks. It was
imperative, for example, to facilitate the
flow of data packets without regard to their
content. The TCP, among its other
operations, would simplify individual
transmissions by encapsulating and
decapsulating “datagrams” to be sent
end-to-end as packets, absolving individual
hardwares and softwares from having to
worry about variables besides TO and FROM
packet addresses. The paper also described
the need for “gateways,” akin to the next
generation of IMP hardware made to only
read packet addresses for efficient
forwarding to local hosts.104
But BBN, designer of IMP hardware and
software, was by this point more concerned
with how to keep hold of its proprietary
data. The company maintained an
intransigent position, refusing to release the
IMP source code even to the engineers
originally responsible for its creation.
Typically this type of strong-arming by a
private company over its right to own things
was respected as sacrosanct. In this case,
though, BBN had developed the IMP source
code with public funds provided by the
federal government. Steve Crocker, a
program manager at DARPA, had his hands
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full trying to manage what was becoming
an incredibly tense situation with BBN.
Eventually Crocker cracked the company,
reminding them that DARPA held $6 million
in annual contracts with
BBN—approximately one-fourth of the firm’s
gross revenues. “I seriously considered
moving all of the work we were supporting
at BBN to other places because we couldn’t
reach closure with them on the data rights
to the IMP code,” Crocker explains, having
told them as much. BBN, also maneuvering
to spin off the technology into a subsidiary
company for a commercially operable
network they were calling TELENet, quickly
agreed to provide the code for a “handling
fee” to whoever asked for it. “This was just
an early version of much more serious
intellectual property rights issues that
emerged across the industry over the next
few decades,” Crocker recalls of these first
glimmers of what may be the Internet’s
legacy shitstorm.105
T2.6
Cerf recalls the first demonstration of his
still theoretical protocol:
[The signal] went over the Atlantic
via a point-to-point satellite link to
Norway and down to London, by
land line, and then back through the
Atlantic Packet Satellite network
(SATNet) through a Single Channel
Per Carrier (SCPC) system, which
had ground stations in Etam, West
Virginia, Goonhilly Downs England,
and Tanum, Sweden. The German
and Italian sites of SATNET hadn't
been hooked in yet... Traffic passed
from the mobile unit on the Packet
Radio network [PRNet] across the
ARPANET over an internal
point-to-point satellite link to
105
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University College London, and then
back through the SATNET into the
ARPANET again, and then across the
ARPANET to the USC Information
Sciences Institute to one of their
DEC KA-10 (ISIC) machines.106
T2.7
By 1979, Cerf with DARPA established
the Internet Configuration Control Board
(ICCB) to help the research community
integrate TCP/IP-compliant software and
gateways designed for the new framework.
Something like the ICCB was important at
this time because gateways and
TCP/IP-compliant software had to be
handcrafted by engineers on-site at any
facility trying to access ARPANet resources.
The enterprise, still mainly under the
purview of the U.S. government in DARPA
and other agencies, was fast becoming too
complex to manage in totality. Private
industries were increasingly called upon for
help in leasing components and taking on
contracts for operational maintenance as
the ARPANet continued to grow.107
T3.1
One of the first network mailing lists,
MsgGroup consisted of some of computing’s
most elite figures.108 One of these figures
was John McCarthy, who was working at
Stanford’s Artificial Intelligence Lab at the
time. An impossible robotics device called
“Quasar” was capturing the public’s
imagination—and swindling buyers out of
thousands of dollars—with promises of
doing housework and holding fluent
conversations. The ARPANet MsgGroup had
been criticizing the product for years, doing
their own impromptu “field work” to
106
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disprove amongst themselves the claims of
the product’s manufacturer, Quasar
Industries. When someone suggested that
MsgGroup members self-censor their
criticisms, sticking only to specific facts of
technical interest to the community,
McCarthy fired back. “I think someone
seems to be frightened of his own shadow,”
he said. “It has never been the custom of
carnival snake-oil salesmen to sue their
critics.”
Dave Farber, the MsgGroup file clerk,
replied: “I have no fear of being sued.
However, we are using a public vehicle
called the ARPANet. We thereby expose
ARPA, DOD, and our future access and use
of the network to certain dangers when we
use that vehicle for potentially libelous
material.”
Brian Reid, a computer scientist at
Carnegie-Mellon, took a side, pointing out
that the MsgGroup “is the closest that we
have to a national computer science
community forum... Until such time as
people start suggesting the overthrow of
our government, I don’t think any sensible
topic should be off limits.”109
T3.2
The U.S. military adopted TCP/IP as its
preferred protocol and prepared to split its
own resource network (MILNet) out from
the ARPANet, arranging to keep
interconnection via a reduced number of
key gateways that could be monitored and
locked if security demanded it. The
remaining portion of the network would still
be used for research under its equitable
namesake ARPANet. Networking itself was
becoming essential to the work and
interests of the computer science
community, and not having access to a
network was coming to be seen as a
disadvantage in the field. The National
Science Foundation (NSF), a federal agency
109
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with vision and autonomy, supported a
proposal by computer scientists to start up
a Computer Science Research Network
(CSNet) that would be affordable and
simple to maintain for computer science
professionals in academia, government, and
industry.110
A foundation for broader participation
was crucial to secure at this time, because
access to the ARPANet was tightly restricted
to those receiving government funding for
specific kinds of research. The plan for
CSNet was to connect research sites using
now commercialized TELENet services into
gateways for accessing ARPANet
infrastructure, while also supporting dial-up
email connections between Users.111 Under
the accepted proposal, NSF would support
the CSNet project for five years—after
which it needed to be self-sustaining via
dues and usage fees. In the interim, the
project needed to have a satisfactory
service available by 1983 to permit
collection of dues, as well as to develop its
own stable management organization by
the same year in order to allow a stepwise
withdrawal from NSF resources and
oversight.112
It was New Year’s Day, 1983, when the
ARPANet officially transitioned to TCP/IP,
and any unaccounted for stragglers on NCP
(the former protocol) fell off the network.113
“This step was in preparation for the
ARPANet-MILNet split, which was to occur
about a year later,” Kahn tells us, still
working at integrating DARPA at the time.114
In parallel, CSNet was hitting every one of
its milestones.115 By the Summer, over 70
sites were connected and paying dues. “At
the end of the five-year period of NSF
support in 1986, nearly all the country’s
110
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computer science departments, as well as a
large number of private computer research
sites, were connected,” Hafner relays. “The
network was financially stable and
financially self-sufficient.”116
Beyond computer science researchers,
network connectivity was beginning to
reorient other scientific disciplines toward its
participatory model as well. Following the
successful CSNet, the NSF wanted to
facilitate broader resource sharing between
a greater number of scientific disciplines,
and allowing network access to NSF
supercomputer centers across the country
represented a tantalizing opportunity to
galvanize researchers. The NSF made a plan
to join their supercomputer centers together
with high-speed (1.5 megabits per second)
links, and to provide the academic
community with internetworking access to
these centers and to the other users of the
network: NSFNet.117
T3.3
It’s onto this scene that Robert “Red
Beard” Metcalfe reveals the object of his
private enterprise: an incredibly efficient
cable means for networking many machines
over short distances—like on a campus or at
a company—what he coined “Ethernet.” For
this first half of the 1980s, universities were
quickly coming online with hundreds of
computers networked locally via Ethernet.
These local-area networks, or LANs, were
then connected wholesale or in part to the
ARPANet. In addition to gaining access to
ARPANet resources, connected LANs from
different parts of the world could
communicate with each other and share
resources mediated by the ARPANet
infrastructure. The simplicity of Metcalfe’s
local-area networking solution alongside the
standard-setting TCP/IP framework provided
116
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a crucial groundwork for the popularization
of ARPANet usage. The expanding
internetworking architecture, keeping pace
with increased participation of Users, drove
explosive growth across the ARPA
Internet—itself becoming known more
simply as the Internet.118
By the middle of the 1980s, private
industry had begun manufacturing
commercial gateways, Internet-compatible
workstations and LANs, and TCP/IP
software programs to ease participation in a
rapidly expanding matrix of international,
interconnected TCP/IP networks. Both Cerf
and Kahn had left DARPA by this time to
pursue their own projects elsewhere. Even
without their championing, the increasing
availability of commercial equipment
adherent to TCP/IP would initially render
public argument over which protocol to use
moot—though multiple protocols would
ultimately be supported.119
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GEOMEtyr
creative reality utopian platform

Above: Four Platonic solids in order of descension, colored for their elementalism.
Below: Hypothetical identification of elements with the four fundamental forces of nature.
fire
(electromagnetic)
air
(weak nuclear)
water
(strong nuclear)
earth
(gravitational)
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pre_log
This design document describes a mobile platform and distributed application that visualizes
systemic and mythological aspects of a virtual world overlaying our own Earth. These systemic
and mythological aspects are rendered for interaction by a virtualizing technology called the
GEOMEt. The GEOMEt provides accessible interface on mobile and web-enable devices for the
navigation and terraformation of a virtual world called the GEOME. The GEOME is an idealization
in virtual space of our own planet Earth, designed to support individual User exploration, as well
as to help frame collective coordination among participants toward utopian objectives affecting
the terraformation of its world. This manual is written to be stand-alone as a design brief for the
development of the GEOMEtyr platform. As a Capstone project, it can be read as counterpart
to my whitepaper, Signals in the Black Stack, wherein it is situated historically within a
transcendentalist theory of information as a world-transforming operation with certain structure.
What follows is an outline for the GEOMEtyr prototype. First, I will overview the multiple
physical and virtual apparatuses that can be used to interface with the platform. Next, I will
introduce a simple first-time User-flow where the application is engaged and different modes for
organizing User-interactions with the environment are explained. Finally, I will profile at the
highest level the four elemental Realms that a new User may navigate for play (Fire, Air, Water,

Earth), and provide endnotes toward subsequent development of the system’s design. This
document exemplifies only the initial conceptualization of the GEOMEtyr platform, and requires
continued collaboration with others to develop thoroughly toward completion. All screenshots
and images included below are for reference only, and their rights are reserved by their
respective publishers and developers. The end of this manual provides an Appendix that lists
entities and categories that can affect the overall design and progression of interactions within
the GEOMEtyr system.
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Apparatuses
DODEC
Description: Physical, near-field communication (NFC) device shaped like a dodecohedron
approximately 1” in diameter. One of its faces uses capacitive sensing to recognize a registered
User’s fingerprint and enable access to the device’s solid state memory.
Features: The dodec is used to send, receive, or convert the various Resources that may be
gathered while Users explore the GEOMEtyr platform. All dodecs are networked by GEOMEtyr as
a block chain, and all resources deposited into all dodecs are redistributed across the network
for opportune access by all Users. A GEOMEt is required for setup on the network, but once
enabled: any dodec can freely access Resources on the block chain.

GEOMEt
Description: Any technology, or swarm of technologies, that enable perception of the GEOME.
A number of devices can be adapted for this purpose, including phones, tablets, computers,
game consoles (eg, Nintendo Switch), and aural/optical head-mounted displays (eg, Bose AR).
Features: The GEOMEt is used to access and navigate the GEOME from wherever a User
chooses to engage. It facilitates all User interaction with the GEOMEtyr system by making
sensible the features of its virtual world.

GEOME
Description: Virtual world with elemental topology derived from Earth. The GEOME is rendered
in parallel sense to our Earth—as a two-dimensional manifold with curvature embedded in a
higher dimensional space-time. This translates to the two primary views a User has of the
world: the first is a map from overhead perspective that shows global features and terrains, the
second is a first-person perspective as an entity navigating the surface of those terrains.
Features: The GEOME is the site for aggregation of User-activity and systemic world-data. It
presents a play-space derived from various elemental processes taking place on our own planet
Earth. Individual User inputs are de-identified by the simulation and aggregated to confirm
placement of Runes, appearance of Spirits, and to calculate luminance of each Local, Regional,
and Global categories that User-activity contributes toward.

ARTIFACTS
Description: Physical and virtual apparel, accessories, and technologies that can be collected
to customize a User’s interaction with the GEOMEtyr platform.
Features: Artifacts can be used to augment a Users’ controller interface with the platform, to
affect their internal sense as a participant, or to enable different mode of play. The dodec above
is one important example, but artifacts can be anything from virtual coins to physical routers.
3

DOWNLOAD
...INITIALIZING...
|
[----/|\----]
[--///|\\\--]
[/////|\\\\\]
[<GEOMEt>]
[\\\\\|/////]
[--\\\|///--]
[----\|/----]
|
...ONLINE...
|
<permission>
cooperation
y/n
</permission>
|
<log>
GEOMEtyr ID
</log>
|
<permission>
Timespace detected. Share with GEOMEtyr ?
y/n
</permission>
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Start
A single purple geometry is suspended onscreen.

[ONSCREEN SUPER] TOUCH
When User touches the purple dodecahedron, it illuminates from within and begins to rotate
very slowly. The light inside is dim, but still visible.
[ONSCREEN SUPER] << SPIN
Each swipe to spin the dodecahedron increases its luminance while ambient sound rises. Once
the threshold is met, the geometry is stabilized and its resonance admits the rune Othila.

[ONSCREEN SUPER] TRACE
When User traces Othila, its image grows until perspective passes through its square opening,
transitioning ambient scene to the inside of the dodecahedron.
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Activation of Geodesic Grids
Entering this virtual space, or Realm, unlocks the HOME interface for the User’s GEOMEt and
registers their location on the GEOME according to a dodecohedral equal area grid projected to
Earth’s topography (called a geodesic grid). Each Realm projects its grid based on its specified
polyhedron, subdividing the Earth’s surface into triangular tiles, or Zones, of equal size. This
technique allows for a consistently-scaled aggregation of data at multiple spatial and temporal
scales. Example 1 below shows how the subdivision of space on a sphere may be derived from
the dodecahedron, while Example 2 shows how a similar icosahedral projection may be used
to subdivide Earth’s terrain.
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Example 1 — Dodecahedral Equal Area Grid Projecting to Sphere (Image by Tomruen, shared
under Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 License
[https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/legalcode])

Example 2 — Icosahedral Snyder Equal Area Grid Mapping Earth (Image by Peterson, shared
under Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 License
[https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/legalcode])
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The User’s map of the GEOME is initially darkened by fog (Example 3), which obscures
locations and terrain features until the User registers their presence at fogged coordinates using
the HOME or EXPLORE interfaces. Clearance of this fog by individual Users is aggregated at
each scale of the GEOME’s Local, Regional, and Global subdivisions, calculating the Resource
and luminance status of each for display on the World Grid. Individual Users are de-identified
from their coordinate data whenever it is uploaded for aggregation.

Example 3 — Darkened World Grid (Screenshot by author, from https://earth.nullschool.net/)
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HOME
Once unlocked, the HOME menu remains accessible as an overlay at any time by tapping the
Othila symbol that persists onscreen. It can additionally be accessed as a mixed-reality space by
drawing the Rune in the User’s environment to enter its virtualization. Here, Users can explore a
codex of detailed information about the GEOME, assign processes for extracting materia and
karma per Realm, review texts of learned tantra, access data about their dodec and other
artifacts, and customize their mixed-reality HOME environment by personalizing certain
parameters affecting its appearance and ambiance.
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ABOVE: Example 4 — Anchoring Virtual
Object in Physical Space (Screenshot by
author, from Harry Potter: Wizards Unite) The
User views their physical space onscreen to place
a magical object called a “Portkey” that shows in
outline the shape of the virtual space to be
summoned.
RIGHT: Example 5 — Overlapping Physical
Space With Virtual Space (Screenshot by
author, from Harry Potter: Wizards Unite) Upon
placement, a portal is opened and the User is able to physically walk into the virtualized space for
exploration through the lens of whatever device they are using.
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LEFT: Example 6 — Virtualized Space as Menu (Screenshot by author, from Gundam Battle: Gunpla
Warfare) Example of a virtual “room” as HOME space, with different objects arranged for interaction.
RIGHT: Example 7 — Persistent Menu (Screenshot by author, from Gundam Battle: Gunpla Warfare)
The menu can persist as an overlay that fans out for quick navigation in any environment.

The Othila space virtualizes a HOME interface arranged for the following interactions:
[ CODEX ]
The codex keeps track of all Realm and Local Zone data, cataloguing discovered elemental
forces, nodes, objects, and Spirits encountered during exploration of the GEOME in both
augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) forms.
[ MATERIA ]
Materia extracted from the User’s environment during exploration are collected here.
[ TANTRA ]
Scrolls and Books describing the tantra that the User has discovered can be reviewed here.
[ KARMA ]
All of the User’s karma is visualized here. Each Realm’s Celestial Grid is also accessible here.
[ ARTIFACTS ]
The dodec and other curiosities the User collects during play can be accessed here.
11

NOTES ON CODEX: The codex is the repository for information about the GEOME. As the User
explores, acquiring Decoders (technologies for image recognition, eg, for tagging a flower, tree,
bird, shoreline, tower, etc), finding persistent Runes (symbols that bind locations to different
Realms of the GEOME), and encountering Spirits (beings apparent at certain locations based on
their own affinities), the codex organizes all features of the world for review at any time.

LEFT: Example 8 — Mythology of Tsukuyomi (Screenshot by author, from Shin Megami Tensei:
Liberation Dx2)
RIGHT: Example 9 — Mythology of Shiva (Screenshot by author, from Shin Megami Tensei: Liberation
Dx2) Information about the different entities that a User has encountered while playing Dx2 can be
accessed for review at any time.
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NOTES ON MATERIA: Materia are the crystal lattice forms that Users may distill from the
elemental forces around or within them, either by using Decoders to identify elemental features
of their environment (AR), by spending time mining elemental nodes (AR or VR), or finding
caches with gems during exploration (AR or VR). They are virtualized as Platonic solids, and are
used as focuses for spellcasting and as vehicles for storing or converting karma.

Example 10 — Lattice Forms of Materia (Vectors by mustafahacalaki, from Getty Images) Clockwise
from top left: hexahedron (commonly physicalized as a six-sided die, or d6), tetrahedron (commonly
physicalized as a four-sided die, or d4), octahedron (commonly physicalized as an eight-sided die, or d8),
icosahedron (commonly physicalized as a twenty-sided die, or d20). Center: dodecahedron (commonly
physicalized as a twelve-sided die, or d12).
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NOTES ON TANTRA: In GEOMEtyr, tantra is the practice of casting spells using karma and
materia (Example 11 and 12). Lesser tantras require materia for focus, but consume only the
colored karma used for casting—for example, to identify a Spirit in the environment. Greater
tantras consume both karma and the materia used—for example, to focus a persistent Rune
into a User’s environment. Gameplay in each Realm contributes to the User’s progress toward
learning the tantras associated with that realm. This progress is tracked as the User invests
materia to open adjacent nodes on that Realm’s Celestial Grid (Example 13 and 14),
“unlocking” tantric features or abilities bound within each node.

LEFT: Example 11 — Spellcasting During Dementor Encounter (Screenshot by author, from Harry
Potter: Wizards Unite)
RIGHT: Example 12 — Spellcasting During Troll Encounter (Screenshot by author, from Harry
Potter: Wizards Unite) Users trace wand motions with their finger on their mobile device to cast spells
during AR encounters.
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ABOVE: Example 13 — Tidus’s Sphere Grid (Screenshot unattributed, from Final Fantasy X)
Close zoom of the “Sphere Grid” for Tidus in Final Fantasy X, where a User unlocks powers for the
character based on which nodes they activate over the course of the game.
BELOW: Example 14 — Standard Sphere Grid (Construction by YunieX, from Final Fantasy X) All of
the game’s characters share the same interconnected grid, and all their different spheres can be
traversed based on the User’s preference for each characters’ skills and abilities.
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NOTES ON KARMA: Each Realm’s Celestial Grid can be accessed through the pentagon that
presents the pools of a User’s karma. Karma of each color increases passively over time, to
whatever maximum is that User’s limit. Once a pool is filled to maximum capacity, a User may
drain the whole pool to distill materia of the corresponding color. Accordingly, materia may also
be consumed to refill a pool of corresponding color. When a Realm’s Celestial Grid has been
completed, the User may activate Recursion to generate a new grid for traversal.

Example 15 — Map of Karma Pools (Image by Németh and adapted to show arranged colors of karm,
shared under public domain)
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EXPLORE (AR)
Users who want to explore their physical world’s intersections with the GEOME may choose
EXPLORE (AR) to navigate a map that renders information about the GEOME as it relates to the
User’s physical location in their environment. The User’s map is obscured by dark fog until they
have explored an area either physically (AR) or virtually (VR).
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LEFT: Example 16 — User in Two Worlds
(Screenshot by author, from Harry Potter:
Wizards Unite) The User (green figure centered
in compass) is plotted by coordinate location
updated in real-time, shown in the midst of the
virtual world’s interactable objects and spaces
that have been mapped onto the physical world.

BELOW: Example 17 — World Conditions
(Screenshot by author, from Harry Potter:
Wizards Unite) Local weather and lunar
conditions can be tracked relative to User, and
can affect the appearance or availability of
certain objects or powers.
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TOP:
Example 18 —
Spain
Subdivided Into
Regions
(Screenshot by
author, from
Assassin’s Creed:
Rebellion)

CENTER:
Example 19 —
Zoom to Regions
1 and 3
(Screenshot by
author, from
Assassin’s Creed:
Rebellion)

BOTTOM:
Example 20 —
Detail View of
Region 3
(Screenshot by
author, from
Assassin’s Creed:
Rebellion)
Example of how a
map of real space
may be subdivided
into virtual
Regions, where
colored geometries
indicate to the
User where may
be engaged.
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[ BEACON ]
While using EXPLORE, the User may deploy different colored beacons to assist navigation in
either augmented- or virtual-reality space. Beacons appear on a User’s map as a pin of
whatever color is chosen, and may also be viewed from the first person perspective as a pillar
of colored light that extends into the sky from the location where it was dropped.

Example 21 — Beacon as Pillar of Light (Screenshot unattributed, from The Legend of Zelda: Breath
of the Wild) A User, looking through their scope to see far-away terrain, may drop a colored pin that
illuminates as a pillar of light to help guide them to a destination or to track points of interest.
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EXPLORE (VR)
Users may also EXPLORE the GEOME as a three dimensional virtual reality (VR) by affecting an
avatar in virtual space. Traversal of this space is accomplished differently per Realm, each of
which is virtualized from a seed based on data aggregated about our own Earth. The apparent
objects and environments change over time as GEOMEtyr Users continue to explore, tagging
environmental features using Decoders or associating elemental Runes with certain locations.
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ABOVE: Example 22 — Realm of Water Mood (Screenshot by developer, from Shape of the World)
BELOW: Example 23 — Realm of Earth Mood (Screenshot by developer, from Shape of the World)
Examples of how the different three-dimensional Realms may be rendered for mood in EXPLORE (VR).
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Mapping the Realms
Attuning Blue Tantra
...ACCESSING...
|
[----/|\----]
[--///|\\\--]
[/////|\\\\\]
[<GEOMEt>]
[\\\\\|/////]
[--\\\|///--]
[----\|/----]
|
...COMPLETE...
|
<log>
Blue GEOMEtyr ID
</log>

The blue icosahedron (d20) is the vehicle for Blue Tantra, which attunes elements of Water.
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Realm of Water
Ambience: Bubbling, gurgling, sloshing
Terrain: Deep ocean, vibrant reef, murky riverbed

Blue Karma is required for casting Blue Tantra.
Blue Karma can be acquired by exploring the Realm of Water for Blue Materia (d20).

Users travel within this realm according to the motion of waves (Upper) and circulation of ocean
currents (Lower).
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Blue Materia can be extracted from Running Water.
Sites for gathering Running Water are generated in the virtual world as elemental nodes
according to our maps of ocean currents, river systems, and both commercial and residential
zones inland from all seas.
The yield of Blue Materia is greatest at high tide, and on Mondays.
Deprogram Blue Materia into liquid Blue Karma.

Blue Karma can be used to empower Fragments of Isal on the Celestial Grid.
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Attuning White Tantra
...ACCESSING...
|
[----/|\----]
[--///|\\\--]
[/////|\\\\\]
[<GEOMEt>]
[\\\\\|/////]
[--\\\|///--]
[----\|/----]
|
...COMPLETE...
|
<log>
White GEOMEtyr ID
</log>

The white octahedron (d8) is the vehicle for White Tantra, which attunes elements of Wind.
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Realm of Wind
Ambience: Whirls, rushes, gusts
Terrain: Open air, swirling wind, gliding wing

White Karma is required for casting White Tantra.
White Karma can be acquired by exploring the Realm of Wind for White Materia (d8).

Users travel within this realm according to virtualized solar winds (Upper) and the circulation of
atmospheric pressure (Lower).
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White Materia can be extracted from Breathing Wind.
Sites for gathering Breathing Wind are generated in the virtual world as elemental nodes
according to our maps of solar winds, atmospheric pressure, and global wind patterns.
The yield of White Materia is greatest during storms, and on Thursdays.
Deprogram White Materia into vaporous White Karma.

White Karma can be used to empower Fragments of Mjölnir on the Celestial Grid.
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Attuning Red Tantra
...ACCESSING...
|
[----/|\----]
[--///|\\\--]
[/////|\\\\\]
[<GEOMEt>]
[\\\\\|/////]
[--\\\|///--]
[----\|/----]
|
...COMPLETE...
|
<log>
Red GEOMEtyr ID
</log>

The red tetrahedron (d4) is the vehicle for Red Tantra, which attunes elements of Fire.
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Realm of Fire
Ambience: Crackles, swells, booms
Terrain: Molten flow, flickering flame, chaotic eruption

Red Karma is required for casting Red Tantra.
Red Karma can be acquired by exploring the Realm of Fire for Red Materia (d4).

Users travel within this realm according to virtualized magnetic field activity (Upper) and
densities active based on commercial zones (Lower).
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Red Materia can be extracted from All-Consuming Fire.
Sites for gathering All-Consuming Fire are generated in the virtual world as elemental nodes
according to our maps of magnetic field activity, commercial zones, and urban-suburban sprawl.
The yield of Red Materia is greatest in population densities, and on Sundays.
Deprogram Red Materia into plasmic Red Karma.

Red Karma can be used to empower Fragments of Pallas on the Celestial Grid.
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Attuning Green Tantra
...ACCESSING...
|
[----/|\----]
[--///|\\\--]
[/////|\\\\\]
[<GEOMEt>]
[\\\\\|/////]
[--\\\|///--]
[----\|/----]
|
...COMPLETE...
|
<log>
Green GEOMEtyr ID
</log>

The green hexahedron (d6) is the vehicle for Green Tantra, which attunes elements of Earth.
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Realm of Earth
Ambience: Rumbling, settling, chirping
Terrain: Solid mountain, lush jungle, wild land

Green Karma is required for casting Green Tantra.
Green Karma can be acquired by exploring the Realm of Earth for Green Materia (d6).

Users travel within this realm according to non-commercial/residential zoning (Upper) and
forces driving tectonic motion (Lower).
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Green Materia can be extracted from Living Earth.
Sites for gathering Living Earth are generated in the virtual world according to our maps
showing greenery and simulations of the motions driving our planet’s plate tectonics.
The yield of Green Materia is greatest in non-commercial zones, and on Sundays.
Deprogram Green Materia into vital Green Karma.

Green Karma can be used to empower Fragments of Sa’vanin on the Celestial Grid.
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Endnotes
Progression through each of the four elemental Realms proceeds in the order given above,
introducing Users to the various systems in GEOMEtyr over time. This circuit, in order (Water >
Wind > Fire > Earth), is called a Rotation. Upon a User’s first Rotation, more profound
customization options are revealed for the Othila HOME space, expanding it into Othila the
Ancestral Hall. Entering this transformed space unlocks for the User access to a new color of
tantra: black, or “Ancestor.”
Once a User explores enough of a Realm to unlock every node of its Celestial Grid, they may
trigger the process for Recursion to transform the grid into a new layout for continued
traversal. Each Recursion contributes to the overall power of that Realm’s Deus (the entity
overseeing all other Spirits bound to its element), which in turn increases the power of the
User’s own tantras when casting in connection with that Realm. Each Recursion yields an item
called Golden Tincture. Upon circulating in VR through the elemental Realms in ascending
order (Earth > Water > Wind > Fire), Golden Tincture may be consumed to propel the User
into a new dimension of the Celestial Grid: opening the Golden Realm, which is the unification
of all Realms’ Celestial Grids. Upon the opening of this Realm, the User unlocks access to a new
color of tantra: golden, or “Aeon.”
Completing Recursion at least once for each elemental Realm opens the possibility of finding
an item called Decaying Monad during explorations of the Golden Realm’s unified Celestial
Grid. Upon circulating in VR through the elemental Realms in descending order (Fire > Wind >
Water > Earth) during a full moon, Decaying Monad may be consumed to propel the User
into the dark matter zones bordering the illuminated map of the unified Celestial
Grid—thereupon gaining access to the last color of tantra: silver, or “Dual.”
In addition to karma, two more pools of consumable Resources may be necessary to balance
User interaction with the platform. These could form the basis of a User profile that can be
customized in three dimensions: Focus, Ego, and Karma.
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Appendix
[ CODEX ]
Water
Glass*
Shoreline*
Cloud
Air
Bird*
Cloud
Fire
Candle*
Fireplace*
Light*
Earth
Leaf*
Tree*
[ MATERIA ]
Blue d20
White d8
Red d4
Green d6
Black d12
[ TANTRA ]
Blue Scroll
Blue Book
Red Scroll
Red Book

White Scroll
White Book
Green Scroll
Green Book
Black Scroll
Black Book
Golden Scroll
Golden Book
Silvered Scroll
Silvered Book
[ KARMA ]
Blue
White
Red
Green
Black
Gold
Silver
[ ARTIFACTS ]
Candle (standard)
Dodec
Ithildin (coins)
Hyper-Diamonds (4th-dimensional materia)
Lumin (portable lamp)
Nexumn (portable router)
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Colors of Tantra
1. Blue Tantra (Water)
a. Casting—Blue Karma
b. Blue Materia can be extracted from Running Water

i.

Running Water is strongest at high tide and Mondays

ii.

Deprogram Blue Materia into liquid Blue Karma

c. Blue Karma must be used to empower Fragments of Isal
2. White Tantra (Wind)
a. Casting—White and Blue Karma
b. White Materia can be extracted from Breathing Wind

i.

Breathing Wind is strongest during a storm and Thursdays

ii.

Deprogram White Materia into vaporous White Karma

c. White Karma must be used to empower Fragments of Mjölnir
3. Red Tantra (Fire)
a. Casting—White and Red Karma
b. Red Materia can be extracted from All-Consuming Fire

i.

All-Consuming Fire is strongest in density and Sundays

ii.

Deprogram Red Materia into plasmic Red Karma

c. Red Karma must be used to empower Fragments of Pallas
4. Green Tantra (Earth)
a. Casting—Green, Blue, Red Karma
b. Green Materia can be extracted from Living Earth

i.

Living Earth is strongest in non-commercial zones and Saturdays

ii.

Deprogram Green Materia into vital Green Karma

c. Green Karma must be used to empower Fragments of Savanin
5. Black Tantra (Ancestor)
a. Casting—Green, Blue, White, Red, Black Karma
b. Dark Materia can be extracted from Ancient Earth
i.

Ancient Earth is strongest in historic zones and Fridays

ii.

Deprogram Black Materia into abyssal Black Karma

c. Black Karma can be mixed to break a rune of any color
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d. Black Karma must be used to empower Othila the Ancestral Hall
6. Gold Tantra (Aeon)
a. Casting—Golden Tincture
b. Golden Tincture fills upon Recursion and within Ascension Fields
i.

Ascension Fields are generated by other Users activating Recursion

ii.

Deprogram Golden Tincture into Sacred Emenance

c. Sacred Emenance must be used to empower Wyrd the Golden Spirit
7. Silver Tantra (Dual)
a. Casting—Decaying Monad
b. Decaying Monad can be collected by finding Darkened Spires
i.

Darkened Spires appear within dark matter zones of the Celestial Grid

ii.

Deprogram Decaying Monad into Dual Emenants

c. Dual Emenants must be used to empower Loki the Silver Luminant

Dimensions of Perception
Ambience (Sounds)
Terrain (Sights)
Runes (Symbols)

Motions of the Realms
Upward Spiral (Ascension Vector)
Equanimity (Homeostasis)
Downward Spiral (Descension Vector)

Unified Celestial Grid
The unified Celestial Grid aggregates all User activity for its virtualization. It extends from our
Earth first into nearby star systems, connecting to each in adjacent order within our Milky Way
galaxy, pushing outward with each Recursion into other galaxies comprising our local cluster,
and contributing ultimately toward the virtualization of our full Laniakea Supercluster.
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